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+ 
Saint Mark's Church 

Sunday School 

The Book of Revelation (1) 

Code: 11/ NT / 8 
 

1. General Aims of the unit 
Better Understanding of the "word of God" to live according to its instructions 

 

2. Special aims of the lesson 
 

1. Introduce the writer “St. John the beloved” and his other writings in the NT, timing of 

writing.  

 

2. Understand the message of Revelation as the only prophetic book of the NT and the 

different approaches for interpretation . 

 

3. Divide the book of Revelation into the 7 visions                                                                

1.Church on earth Ch1-3 ,   2. The seals Ch. 4-8:1 ;                         

3. The Trumpets Ch. 8:2- Ch.11   4. The woman, Her Child and the dragon Ch. 12-14  

5. The Bowels Ch.15-16     6. Babylon  Ch.17-20                                                          

7. Church in heaven Ch. 21-22 

 

4. Explore the first three visions of Revelation , the theme, the details , a spiritual meaning 

and symbolism of each vision.  

 

3.Outcomes 
 

By the end of this lesson the teens are able to: 

 

1. Recall the name of the writer of revelation , timing , the message behind this book and 

the number of prophetical books in the NT and OT. 

 

2.  Recite the seven visions in the book of revelation and the significant of each of them. 

 

3. Remember the significant of these numbers : 3 ; 7 ;12 ; alpha and Omega  ; 12000 ;  

      42 month  ; 3 1/2 days ; 1260 days  

 

4. Relate each of the following  symbol or term to its meaning  :                                                
7 stars ;  7 lampstands ; second death ; tree of life ; teaching of Balaam ; Nicolaitans  

teaching ; lukewarm ; seven Spirits of God ; the four living creatures ; Lamb as though it 

had been slaughter ; made us kings and priests to our God; sealed scroll ; white horse ; 

red horse ; black horse ; pale horse; the seal on the forehead ; the angle with the golden 

censor who was given much incense ; the trumpets ; the locus from the bottomless pit ; 

the little book ; the reed like a measuring rod to measure the temple of God  ; the 2 olive 

trees and the 2 lampstand 
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4.Verses:                Rev. 1:3 , 7, 8 ; 2:5 ; 3: 15 ,16 , 19 ; 5: 5 , 9, 10  ; 7:14  

  

5.References:    

1. Notes and presentation includes :   St. Mark’s Sunday school 

1. The Book of Revelation-1 

2. Overview of revelation 

3. Introduction to Revelation (Yr.11) - power point presentation 

4. Introduction to Revelation(servants) - power point presentation 


